
Korean etymology: 

The meaning of "life," "man," "live," "burn;" 
Interconnected? 
February 5, 2009 at 8:30am 
I love the origin of words to express meaning: I found this treasure trove from the 
Korean tongue:

The Article begins...

“Whoever loves his life loses it, and whoever hates his life in this world will preserve it 
for eternal life. [John 12, 25]”.

In this letter, I will analyze one aspect of Christ’s somewhat enigmatic sentence. To this 
purpose, I will make use of the etymology of the word “man” in Korean language, my 
mother tongue [1, 2].

In this language, man (saram – 사람) means “the living being.” So, the words man 
(saram – 사람), to live (sarda – 살다) and life (sarm – 삶) share the same root (sar). No 
other being but human is called “the living being” (saram – 사람) and this word applies 
indistinctly to men and women.

It is noteworthy that the verbs to live (sarda – 살다) and to burn (sarûda – 사르다) also 
share the same root. Actually, sarûda – 사르다means more than simply to burn. It means 
to burn up until complete destruction. So, man means the being that burns himself up to 
complete destruction. The verb to revive (saranada – 사라나다) is another example of the 
relationship between the concepts to live and to burn. The original meaning of this verb 
is to reawake an extinguishing fire, but it can also mean to make a withered stick green 
again and to recover (a man or an animal) from a near death state.

The man is a living being that burns himself up to complete destruction. The 
reflexiveness of the verb to burn (sarûda – 사르다) becomes more evident when 
consider that the word flesh (sar – 살) also procedes from the same root as the words 
man, to live and to burn. Consequently, man can be characterized as a living being that 
burns his own flesh up to total destruction.

Seemingly, it is a unanimous opinion that the above-mentioned words have the same 
origin. Although there seems to be some discording opinions, many authors opine that 
the word love (sarang – 사랑) also has the same root as man, to live, to burn and flesh. 
Therefore, the proper activity of men (saram – 사람) is to love (sarang – 사랑). Hence, 
the man is a living being that burns his own flesh up to total destruction to love and 
because of love.



Rosalie says: "We are to waste away our lives learning to love and to serve willingly as 
a free will gift of self. A glorious burning is coming, or an infamous burning is coming, 
but resurrection to greater light and knowledge, rather than the alternative high school 
of pain and suffering as schoolmaster is preferable. Wow! This is already built in to the 
way Koreans describe who and what they are. So interesting how language itself can be 
its own sermon."

•

Rosalie Payne LinesThat's what it should be in Turkish too. whew! Those men serving 
you in restaurants nearly cause you to pass out when their underarm is extended 
setting your plate down and your nose is in too close proximity to the warm waft of air 
enveloping your face. We learned to hold our breath strategically. 
February 5, 2009 at 11:32pm 

•

Angela As always, Rosie, your thinking is far deeper than mine. Thank you for 
awakening a different level of information for me to "ponder on"... Miss you! Angela 
March 9, 2009 at 8:19pm 

Amy Wagner Van Wagenen What better way to burn than to love? Hence the phrase, "I 
burn for you." Interesting piece. 
March 9, 2009 at 10:00pm 
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